EXHIBITION Runaway from prejudice
or the Yellow Ribbon Run in motion
OUR VISION: TO GIVE EX-OFFENDERS AND THEIR
FAMILIES A SECOND CHANCE FOR A DECENT LIFE

Yellow
Ribbon

Jan Jirkovský, photographer
“I fell under the spell of street photography, which is the largest
part of my work. I also focus on reporting and social documenting.”

.cz

Runaway from prejudice!

In 2020, for the ﬁrst time, Jan Jirkovský was given the opportunity
to photograph people with a criminal history. He visited Kuřim
Prison and on that occasion he saw a rehearsal of the prison music group Wsedě.
Jan has already photographed two Yellow Ribbon training runs. You can now see Jan‘s
photographs as part of the exhibition you are about to visit.

The music group Wsedě was
formed in 2010. The purpose
of the band is to combine
corrective educational work
with prisoners and crime
prevention. As part of the
Crime Prevention Program,
the band Wsedě attends
High School. An integral
part of the school concerts is
that prisoners tell their life
stories to the students. The
band‘s repertoire includes
mostly popular songs.
However, the band members
have already composed
two original songs. Wsedě
also give concerts in public.
The group has become an
integral part of the Yellow
Ribbon initiative, recording
for the project their two
original songs in the studio
of the Czech singer and
musician, David Koller.
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Since 2020, Tomáš Slavata has
been a key supporter and organiser
of the Yellow Ribbon Run. He is
a philanthropist, athlete and former
top triathlete. He had a difﬁcult
childhood, but thanks to sports and
especially the triathlon, he overcame
this difﬁcult period of his life.
His ﬂagship project is the Slavata
Triathlon Tour. In 2010, together with
actor Rostislav Novák, he founded an
athletics club in Prague and created
the project La Putyka – Inspiration for
Children. He organizes training and
sports camps as well as discussions
in primary schools and children‘s
homes throughout the Czech
Republic. In the autumn of 2019, he
led a discussion in Kuřim Prison,
where he met with the director of the
prison and there became acquainted
with the Yellow Ribbon project.
www.slavatatriatlontour.cz
www.atletikarepy.cz

Yellow Ribbon is a set of educational activities aimed at giving ex-offenders and their
families a second chance for a decent life. The highlight of the year-round events is the
Yellow Ribbon Run. The ambassador of The Yellow Ribbon Run is the Czech actor and
screenwriter Petr Čtvrtníček. He is also the drummer of the prison band Wsedě from
Kurim Prison, which accompanies the events connected with the Yellow Ribbon Project.
The Yellow Ribbon project is co-organized by the Prison Service of the Czech Republic,
the non-proﬁt organization RUBIKON Centrum and the Probation and Mediation Service.
The exhibition was supported by a grant from the South Moravian Region.
www.yellowribbon.cz
Yellow Ribbon Run (YRR) is a charity-sports event that since 2016 has drawn attention
to the importance of re-integrating people with a criminal past. It connects people across
society. Members of the general public, prisoners, ex-prisoners, prison staff, probation
ofﬁcers, ofﬁcials and others run side by side.
In 2019, 600 runners took part in a huge relay race in Prague. In 2020,the 5th year of the
Yellow Ribbon Run will be supported by the General Partner Insurance Company D.A.S.
and other partners – Kostelecké uzeniny, United Bakeries, Futaba, DP Work, Hamerník,
AGiga, Jipo Car, Kantýna Kuřim, Dřevotrading, Dermacol, Hilton, AOOV, MVS, Český
Goodwill, Vězeňská duchovenská péče, Jihomoravský kraj, Prague 17 City District,
CS Cargo a.s., Norwegian Embassy, Banh-mi-Bah and Česká pošta s.p.
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Uteč předsudkům!

KANTÝNA KUŘIM
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The Yellow Ribbon Run takes place under the auspices of the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Republic.
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